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METHODAbstract—Because the algorithm has less
complexity and fast executed time, the Super Resolve algorithm,
which is one of the famous Super Resolution algorithms, for
applying on single image (so called SISR or Single Image Super
Resolve) is extremely wanted in the image processing field hence
this analytic paper aims to propose the spatial expanding
algorithm is formed on the Super Resolve algorithm employed by
a robust adaptive Leclerc function and manufactured edge
component. Although this Super Resolve algorithm can create an
image with superior spatial resolution, the SR performance is
extremely hang on the control function, which is controlled by
three constants (b, h, k) and the constant adjustment for finding
optimized values is demanding computational step for creating a
superior spatial resolution image with the highest PSNR. In
consideration of fixing of this issue, the robust adaptive Leclerc
function, which is theoretically controlled by only one constant
(T), instead of three constants of the ingenious function, is
substituted in the SISR framework. Under testing on 14
traditional standard images with many noise templates, the
proposed accelerated super resolve algorithm can create the high
spatial resolution image with superior quality (PSNR) to the
original super resolve algorithm in the experimental testing
section however the constant alteration procedure of the
proposed accelerated super resolve algorithm (using one

constant) is more ease and rapid than the original super resolve
algorithm (using three constants) thereby the proposed
accelerated super resolve algorithm can be easily implemented.
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I. THE SUPER RESOLVE WITH MANUFACTURED EDGE
COMPONENT
This part quickly announces the algebraically theory of
image enlarging method founded on SISR [1] utilizing
synthesize high-band frequency, which is constituted by
synthesize high-band frequency and the obliged function.
A. The Synthesize Of High-Band Frequency Procedure
The objective of this procedure [1] (in the figure 1) is for
synthesizing the high-band frequency of the enriched
resolution image. Early, the captured poor resolution image
( G0 ( x, y ) at m × n ), is made less in spatial resolution at

copious sub-procedures in consideration of synthesis of a set of
poor-resolution images: G1 ( x, y ) at m2 × n2

Fig. 2. The fast image enlarging founded on SISR using synthesize high-band frequency and an adaptive Leclerc function
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SISR,

, G2 ( x, y ) at m4 × n4 , G3 ( x, y ) at m8 × n8 and G4 ( x, y ) at
m
n . Later, a set of high-band frequency image of each poor16 × 16
resolution images is computed from a set of poor-resolution
images: L0 ( x, y ) at m × n , L1 ( x, y ) at m2 × n2 , L2 ( x, y ) at m4 × n4

and L3 ( x, y ) at m8 × n8 . Next, by utilizing histogram conversion,
the mean and variance at each resolution of the high-band
frequency image is computed by utilizing Gaussain statistical
model in consideration of theoretical analysis: ( μ0 , σ 0 ) at
m×n ,

( μ1 , σ 1 )

at

m
2

( μ2 , σ 2 )

× n2 ,

at

m
4

× n4 and

( μ3 , σ 3 )

at

× . In consideration of fast computing, a Laplacian
statistical parameter ( α ) is computed by utilizing Laplacian
statistical model from Gaussain statistical parameters
( μ , σ ): α 0 at m × n , α1 at m2 × n2 , α 2 at m4 × n4 and α 3 at m4 × n4 .
At last, the high-band frequency image of the enriched
resolution image L−1 ( x, y ) at 2 m × 2 n is computed by LS
m
8

n
8

fitting technique.

B. The Obliged Function Procedure
The objective of this procedure (in the figure 1) [1] is for
confining the bound-area of the synthesized magnitude
( β ⋅ C ( x, y ) ), which is computed by the synthesis of high-band
frequency procedure by the conventional obliged function
( M ( x, y )+ b )
where b , k and h are a suitable
C ( x, y ) =

III. ALL-INCLUSIVE THEORETICAL VERIFICATION
In this part, copious computed images constitute up to 14
classic images: Lena, Tiffany, Baboon, House, Resolution
chart, Peppers, F-16, Pentagon, Aerial, Tree, Sailboat,
Cameraman, Stream and bridge, Mobile Frame10 [3-4]. All
images are 2x2 resided down and added noise for building the
captured images. Later, the fast Leclerc SISR, the conventional
SISR and other 3 interpolation methods (for instance, nearest,
bilinear and bicubic) are used for demonstrating its efficacy in
PSNR.
A. The Noiseless Status
The first analytical verification discovers the optimized
value of Leclerc constant, which is shift from 0 to 2000 for
obtaining the highest PSNR results of the proposed SISR
algorithm. The verification of noiseless status can be illustrated
in figure 2. From the analytical verification result in figure 2, it
can be inferred that the Leclerc constant is set to be optimized
at 650-950 for common pattern and the Leclerc constant is set
to be optimized at 1250-1400 for strong border region.
The overall analytical verification in PSNR can be
illustrated in Table I for noiseless. The efficacy of the fast
Leclerc is almost nearly to the conventional SISR nevertheless
there is efficacy and undemanding in parameter turning.

( k ( M ( x, y ) M ( x , y ))+ h)

number. At last, the enriched resolution image can be
computed by combining of the synthesized high-band
frequency
image
and
the
obliged
function
( Lˆ−1 ( x, y ) = β ⋅ C ( x, y ) ⋅ L−1 ( x, y ) ) and the low-band frequency
image ( G −1 ( x, y ) ) at 2m × 2n resolution.
II. LECLERC OBLIGED FUNCTION FOR THE IMAGE ENLARGING
METHOD FOUNDED ON THE SISR
As announced in the obliged function procedure part, the
−1
obliged function C( x, y) = ( M ( x, y) +b) k ( M ( x, y) M ( x, y) ) + h [1]

(

)

is controlled by 3 parameters (b, h, k) thereby it is difficult task
for estimating these suitable values of these three parameters
for reconstructing the superior enriched resolution image with
the peak PSNR. In order to solve this problem, the Leclerc
function relied upon wholly one parameter (T) instead of three
parameters is comprised into SISR method. The Leclerc
stochastic function is its first derivative can be announced as
the upcoming Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), respectively.
C LEC ( x, y ) = 1 − e

(

(− M ( x, y)

2

T2

)

(1)

)

′ ( x, y ) = 2 M ( x, y ) T 2 e
CLEC

(− M ( x, y)

2

T2

)

(2)

Thus, the SISR founded on Leclerc stochastic function can
also build a superior enriched resolution image by fast
parameter selecting procedure as shown in figure 1.

Fig. 2. The impact of the Leclerc constant (T) on the PSNR performance of
the proposed SI-SR under the noiseless status

TABLE I.

ANAALYTICAL VERIFICATION FOR NOISELESS STATUS

B. The Noisy Status (Gaussian Noise)
The verification of noisy status at SNR=15dB and
SNR=20dB can be illustrated in figure 3 and figure 4,
respectively. From the analytical verification result in figure 3
and figure 4, it can be inferred that the Leclerc constant is set to
be optimized at 50-100 for common pattern and strong border
region. The verification of noisy status at SNR=25dB can be
illustrated in figure 5. From the analytical verification result in
figure 5, it can be inferred that the Leclerc constant is set to be
optimized at 2000 for common pattern and strong border
region.

can be inferred that the Leclerc constant is set to be optimized
at 1050-1350 for common pattern and the Leclerc constant is
set to be optimized at 1550-1800 for strong border region. The
verification of noisy status at SNR=35dB can be illustrated in
figure 7. From the analytical verification result in figure 7, it
can be inferred that the Leclerc constant is set to be optimized
at 750-1050 for common pattern and the Leclerc constant is set
to be optimized at 1400-1500 for strong border region.
The overall analytical verification in PSNR can be
illustrated in Table II-VI for noisy status (SNR=15dB,
SNR=20dB, SNR=25dB, SNR=30dB and SNR=35dB). The
efficacy of the fast Leclerc is almost nearly to the conventional
SISR nevertheless there is efficacy and undemanding in
parameter turning.

Fig. 3. The impact of the Leclerc constant (T) on the PSNR performance of
the proposed SI-SR under the noisy at SNR=15 dB status

Fig. 6. The impact of the Leclerc constant (T) on the PSNR performance of
the proposed SI-SR under the noisy at SNR=30 dB status

Fig. 4. The impact of the Leclerc constant (T) on the PSNR performance of
the proposed SI-SR under the noisy at SNR=20 dB status

Fig. 7. The impact of the Leclerc constant (T) on the PSNR performance of
the proposed SI-SR under the noisy at SNR=35 dB status

TABLE II.

Fig. 5. The impact of the Leclerc constant (T) on the PSNR performance of
the proposed SI-SR under the noisy at SNR=25 dB status

The verification of noisy status at SNR=30dB can be illustrated
in figure 6. From the analytical verification result in figure 6, it

ANALYTICAL VERIFICATION FOR NOISY STATUS (15 DB)

TABLE III.

ANALYTICAL VERIFICATION FOR NOISY STATUS (20 DB)

TABLE IV.

ANALYTICAL VERIFICATION FOR NOISY STATUS (25 DB)

Leclerc constant is set to be optimized at 150-350 for common
pattern and the Leclerc constant is set to be optimized at 450600 for strong border region. The overall analytical verification
in PSNR can be illustrated in Table VII for noiseless and the
efficacy of the fast Leclerc is nearly to the conventional SISR.

Fig. 8. The impact of the Leclerc constant (T) on the PSNR performance of
the proposed SI-SR under the blurring status

TABLE VII.

TABLE V.

ANAALYTICAL VERIFICATION FOR BLURRING STATUS

ANALYTICAL VERIFICATION FOR NOISY STATUS (30 DB)

IV. SUMMARY

TABLE VI.

ANALYTICAL VERIFICATION FOR NOISY STATUS (35 DB)

This analytic paper aims to propose the spatial expanding
algorithm is formed on the Super Resolve algorithm employed
by a robust adaptive Leclerc function and manufactured edge
component. Under testing on 14 traditional standard images,
the proposed accelerated super resolve algorithm can create the
high spatial resolution image with superior quality (PSNR) to
the original super resolve algorithm in the experimental testing
section however the constant alteration procedure of the
proposed accelerated super resolve algorithm is more ease and
rapid than the original super resolve algorithm
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C. The Blurring Status (Gaussian Blurring)
The verification of Gaussian blurring status can be
illustrated in figure 8 therefore it can be inferred that the
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